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1 Introduction
The limiting factor of the integration of electronic devices is the overheating
of the devices themselves that is caused by the increasing dissipation density [1].
Thanks to the advances in CMOS technology (FinFET, Tri-Gate, SOi, low-K, etc.)
to decrease the dissipation, it is possible to meet the demands of Moore's Law to
increase the number of integrated components (gates, transistors) per unit area
without the significant increase of dissipation. However, as a consequence of the
More-than-Moore integration (3D packaging, System-in-Package, System-onPackage, etc.) the dissipation per unit area can exceed the single chip dissipation
multiple times.[1].
As a consequence of the 3D integration the chip-to-ambient heat flow path
has become significantly "longer", thus the temperature of the ICs' increased drastically. This can be explained by the increased junction-to-package and junction-toambient thermal resistances that lead to increased temperature on the surface of the
chips, even when the exact same surface dissipation was applied. Since it is of great
importance to cope with the effects of increased temperature even in the early design
phases, it is vital to develop compact thermal models that incorporates the effects
and characteristics of SoP devices and integrated microscale heatsink structures.
All these reasons indicates, that in case of 3D integration, special attention
must be paid for thermal management issues, responsible for increasing the performance, reliability and robustness of modern devices further.
In case of System-on-Package devices, the role of the interposer is not only
to realize the connection between the integrated circuit and the printed circuit board
but additional passive devices (resistances, capacitors, embedded inductances) can
be created inside it. There is a lot of ongoing research where devices with additional
functionalities are integrated in the interposer: accumulators, sensors and actuators,
cooling systems, etc. In certain cases, the integration of cooling solutions with microchannels are investigated.
By circulating cooling fluid in these microchannels the junction-to-package
thermal resistance can be dramatically decreased – that depends on the substance of
the fluid and the flow type.
The best way to decrease the length of the heat flow path and thus the overall
thermal resistance is to create microchannels on the backside of the chips [2]. The
channels can be created with varying layout and geometry and by using different
manufacturing technologies like reactive ion etching, wet etching, etc. However, to
create a device to transfer as much heat as possible – to maximize the cooling efficiency - within the size limitations, the proper understanding of the heat transfer
mechanisms is necessary.
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2 Research aims and objectives
The inner motivation to find the solution for the thermal problems and other
issues concerning the microchannel heatsinks was the driving force that lead and
accompanied me during my doctoral research. My supervisor Dr. György Bognár
dealt with the thermal transient characterization of microchannel heatsinks in the 3rd
thesis in his dissertation that was successfully defended in 2009 [3]. He stated that
the thermal transient method is applicable to determine the Rthjc junction-to case
thermal resistance. As a result, a flow rate dependent, 2nd order approximation
model was created based on his measurements at different flow rates.
One of the aims of my research is to develop an analytical model that
calculates the heat transfer in the microchannels by knowing the relevant heat
transfer parameters – flow rate, material properties. Despite the fact that the heat
transfer is an important parameter – that is described by the heat transfer coefficient
– it is not commonly used in everyday engineering practice. Mostly, the thermal
resistance of the device determines the dissipation corresponding to the maximal
temperature. It is important to validate the analytical model within its range of
validity. One way of the validation is to check the results by numerical simulations.
In order to do so, I have conducted finite volume method based computational fluid
dynamics simulations by using the 3D model of the device. Beside the model
validation, the simulations have another purpose: they helped the qualitative
understanding of the heat transport mechanism in the microchannels with the several
visualizations capabilities (temperature distribution map, flux-density map). In
addition, they also helped during the model simplification phase.
In the next part of my work, I am dealing with measurement issues. My goal
is to create a measurement system that is suitable to thermally characterize
microchannel heatsink devices, which means it can determine the fluid flow rate
dependent thermal resistance of the device. However, contrary to the work of my
supervisor, I am planning to create a measurement method which is suitable to
determine the heat transfer through the walls of the microchannels that differs less
than 10% from the results of the analytical expression validated by simulations.

3 Applied tools and inspection methodologies
‒ Gas flow control: During the measurement I applied an Alicat MC10SLPM-D/10V, 10IN, GAS:Air gas flow controller. This instrument was calibrated
by the vendor. It has the accuracy of 0.8% of reading and 0.2% of full scale. The
turndown ratio is 200:1, the maximum flow rate is 600 liter/h (10 liter/min). Warmup time is less than 1 second. The calibration certificate is available.
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‒ Refrigerated and heating circulators: To provide the stable temperature
of the cold plate I applied a Julabo F25 Refrigerated and heating circulator device.
The temperature stability is 0.01 °C. The cooling capacity at 20 °C is 350W.
‒ Digital temperature meter: To measure the temperature I used an Omega
HH806AU digital hand-held temperature meter. The measurement range is -200 °C1372 °C. The uncertainty is ±0.05% + 0.3 °C reading error.
‒ Optical microscope: To measure the physical geometry of the
microchannel-based heat sink I used an Olympus BX51 optical microscope.
‒ Computer aided three dimensional design software: The 3D models
were designed using Catia V5R20 (Computer Aided Three Dimensional Interactive
Application). In the software I used micro scale which is developed for MEMS
(Micro Electro Mechanical System) design.
‒ Thermal transient tester: For the thermal transient testing I used a T3Ster
thermal transient tester device [4] and its software tool. The accuracy based on the
resolution of time and the resolution of the voltage measurement. The maximal
sampling rate is 1 MSPS, the resolution is 12 bits , thus the voltage step is 12 µV.
At K-factor of -2mV/K the temperature resolution is 0.01 °C. For the evaluation of
the measurement results I applied the T3Ster Master v2.1 software.
‒ Matematical softwares: I used Maple 9 and MATLAB 2015b. Later it was
updated to MATLAB 2017b-re.
‒ Simulation softwares: I used two softwares for numerical simulations:
Mentor Graphics) FloTHERM [5], and ANSYS CFX simulator tool [6].

3.1 The experimental sample of microchannel heat sink
To validate the results of the analytical model I used a previously
manufactured prototype sample of the microchannel heat sink.
The integrated microchannel heat sink was processed by wet anisotropic
etching of <100> n-type silicon wafers in tetramethyl-ammonium-hydroxide
(TMAH). The etching was performed in a 25 % solution of TMAH at 85°C resulting
in an etch speed of ca. 0.3 microns/minute. The etching solution contained no
additives and was performed in an ultrasonic bath. Due to the ultrasonic bath the
bubbles formed during etching are quickly removed from the silicon surface. This
ensures homogeneous etching even in case of batch processing. In addition, the
combination of ultrasonic excitation and slow etch speed results in a very low surface
roughness.
The experimental samples were formed in 2" single side polished wafers, 4
structures with the size of 15 × 15 mm on each wafer. The channels were etched on
the polished surface in radial directions. At the intersection – in the middle of the
chip – a cavity of ca. 4 mm in diameter was formed for the gas inlet. The main idea
behind the channel topology is based on a previous research which was done together
with Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, Scotland [7]–[9] project of FP6 PATENT
DfMM EU 507255. These studies can also be utilized to compare the performance
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of the two structures against one another. Finally, the wafers were diced and the
channels on the polished side of the wafer were closed with borofloat 33 glass
attached by anodic wafer bonding. For the gas inlets a hole with a diameter of 2 mm
was cut into the closing glass substrate with laser.
Due to the anisotropic etching process the channel geometries were different
in different directions. Thanks to the rotation symmetry there are only 12 different
channels.

4 New scientific results
4.1 Compact model of the microchannel-based heat sink
My goal was to develop a formula which can be utilized at laminar, transition and turbulent types of flow with different Nusselt-function. The analytical formula describes the heat transfer in a single straight microchannel. The partial thermal
resistance which describes the heat transfer in a microchannel can be calculated as
1
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where
is the mass flow, 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat and A is the area. In this
d𝑡
equation, the h parameter is the heat transfer coefficient which depends on the fluid
properties. It can be calculated as
ℎ=

𝑘𝑓 ∙ 𝑁𝑢
𝐷𝐻

The Nusselt- number can be determined by applying
𝑁𝑢 = 𝑁𝑢∞ +

0.065 ∙ (𝐷𝐻 /𝐿) ∙ 𝑅𝑒 ∙ 𝑃𝑟
2

1 + 0.04 ∙ [(𝐷𝐻 /𝐿) ∙ 𝑅𝑒 ∙ 𝑃𝑟]3

for laminar flow and constant wall temperature [10] ,where 𝑁𝑢∞ is the
Nusselt-number for infinite long channel, Re is the Reynolds-number, Pr is the
Prandtl-number, DH is the hydrodynamic diameter and L is the channel length. 𝑁𝑢∞
can be calculated as
𝑎 2
𝑎
𝑁𝑢∞ = −0.0274 ⋅ ( ) + 0.631 ⋅ ( ) + 2.3224
𝑏
𝑏
𝑎
where is the aspect ratio of the cross section of the channel.
𝑏
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4.1.1

Region of validity of the compact model

It was essential to define the region of the validity of the novel thermal
compact model. The proposed model is independent from the type of flow, but the
suggested Nusselt function can only be applied in case of laminar flow. For another
type of flow one can apply different Nusselt-function in this model.
Increasing fluid flow velocity to achieve the turbulent region requires high
pressure drop which requires high pumping power. At high fluid flow velocity the
physical properties of the fluid cannot be assumed as constant along the channel
which phenomenon has to be taken into consideration.
The proposed analytical model is valid below the fluid flow speed of 1/3
Mach. Above this velocity, the model can give false results despite the proper
Nusselt-function.
The microchannels have to be longer than the hydrodynamic channel length.
The region of validity is also limited by the Knudsen-number which has to be
less than 0.1. This is essential due to the validity of the continuity equations. For air
flow at room temperature it means the free path of the air molecules is 0.07 µm, so
the minimal hydrodynamic diameter is 0.7 µm.

4.1.2

Numerical investigation of heat transfer

I utilized the analytical compact thermal model to determine the flow-rate
dependent partial thermal resistance at different flow rate, the results can be find in
Table 1. To validate these results I also performed CFD (Computational Fluid
Dynamics) simulations.
Table 1. Comparison of the calculated and simulated thermal resistances at different
flow rate
Calculated thermal
Simulated thermal
Flow rate
Deviation
resistance
resistance
[l/h]
[K/W]
[K/W]
99.1
103
3.8%
30
60

49.6

51.1

3.5%

90

33.4

34.4

2.9%

120

25.6

26

1.5%

I compared the results of the analytical model and the partial thermal resistances of the finite volume simulations, which are in a good agreement as it can
be seen in Table 1. The highest deviation is at the flow rate of 30 liter/hour, which
is only 3.8%.
My results are summarized in Thesis I.
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Thesis I. I have developed a closed analytical formula to determine the partial
thermal resistance of microchannel-based heat sinks, which takes into consideration
the channel geometry together with the physical and the flow properties of the
working fluid. The model is valid if the channel wall temperature is constant, the
flow type is laminar, the fluid flow velocity is lower than 1/3 Mach, and the channel
length is longer than the hydrodynamic entry length. I have applied the formula on
a complex, microchannel-based heat sink to calculate the partial thermal resistance.
The results are validated by finite volume simulations. [J4, J6, C1, C3, C4, C7]

4.2 Development of a novel measurement methodology for
heat transfer
The description of the measurement methodology can be find in JEDEC
JEST 51 standard [11]. The JESD 51-1 contains the measurement guideline for a
single semiconductor device. The JESD 51-2 summarizes the requirements for
ambient conditions. The measurement methodology for forced convection cooled
devices can be find in JESD-51-6 standard. This standard does not cover the
measurement of cooling efficiency for integrated microchannel cooling. Recently
there is not any standardized thermal transient testing based measurement
methodology.
The thermal model of the developed measurement setup can be seen in Figure
1 where (Rth,induced) is the parallel heat flow path caused by the air circulation around
the measurement setup induced by the outflowing working fluid.

Figure 1. Thermal model of the measuerement
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I performed finite volume simulations to analyze the effect of the outer air
movement, which cased high uncertainty in the measurements.
Applying the formula based on the thermal model of the measurement setup
the partial thermal resistance can be determined. These results are compared with
the results of the analytical model and the results of the finite volume simulations.
The deviations are also calculated. The results can be found in Table 2.
Table 2 Comparison of the calculated, simulated and measured results
Calculated
Simulated
Measured
Flow rate
thermal
thermal
thermal
Deviation
[l/h]
resistance
resistance
resistance
[K/W]
[K/W]
[K/W]
99.1
103
92.2
8%
30
60

49.6

51.1

49.9

1%

90

33.4

34.4

34.9

2.8%

120

25.6

26

26.9

4.3%

The deviation of the measurement results are less than 10% compared to the
finite volume method and any the result of the analytical model.
Thesis II. I have developed a novel, thermal transient testing based measurement
method to measure the heat transfer in microchannels of microchannel-based
heat sinks. I have identified some measurement uncertainties in case of discrete
microchannel-based heat sinks. I have proved that most of the measurement
uncertainties are caused by the heat transfer in the intake manifold and by the
induced outer air circulation. I have suggested a novel measurement setup, which
is designed to reduce the aforementioned phenomena. I have measured the partial
thermal resistance of a microchannel-based heat sink with complex channel
geometry. The measurement results are compared with the results of the
analytical calculations and finite volume simulations. [J1, J3, J5, J7, C2, C5]

4.3 Determining the proper channel length
The proposed method can be used if the channel length is longer than the
thermal entry length. The maximum removable energy per unit time, i.e. maximum
heat ﬂow is determined by the conservation of energy equation for the steady ﬂow
of coolant in channels:
𝐿
d𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥 d𝑚
−
=
∙ 𝑐𝑝 ∙ (𝑇𝑊 − 𝑇𝑖 ) (1 − e 𝐿𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 ),
d𝑡
d𝑡
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where (𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑖 ) is the temperature difference between the wall of channel
and the temperature of the ﬂuid when it enters. Because the average Nusselt number
(thus the average heat transfer coefﬁcient also) depends on the L length of the
channel, the Lchar characteristic channel length is

𝐿𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟

d𝑚
𝐶𝑝
= d𝑡
ℎ⋅𝑝

This value exactly represents the distance between the channel entrance and
the point where the mean ﬂuid temperature reaches 63% of the wall temperature.
I utilized the proposed method on the experimental sample and I determined
the characteristic channel length. The results can be find in Table 3.
Table 3 Calculated characteristic channel lengths
Cumulative
flow rate
[l/h]

Flow rate per channel
[l/h]

30

0.625

Calculated
characteristic
channel length
[mm]
0.189

60

1.500

0.371

90

1.875

0.560

120

2.500

0.747

240

5.000

1.494

It can be seen that at low flow rated the characteristic channel length is quite
short, even at 120 liter/hour is shorter than one millimeter.
To validate the analytical model I performed finite volume simulations. I
developed an algorithm to get the heat flux density map, which can be seen in Figure
2. Under the inlet, there is a stagnation point where the heat transfer is close to zero.
The heat density map also proves that the most of the heat transferred close to the
inlet, which is in good agreement with the prediction of the analytical model.
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Figure 2 Heat flux density map
To validate the proposed method I performed further simulation. I analyzed
only a single channel to speed up the work. The given results can be seen in Table
4, where they are compared with the calculated ones. The deviations are also
calculated.

Table 4 Comparison of calculated and simulated characteristic lengths
Cumulative
flow rate
[l/h]

Calculated
characteristic
length
[mm]

Simulated
characteristic
length
[mm]

30

0.189

0.18

0.009

5

60

0.371

0.35

0.021

6

90

0.560

0.56

0

0

120

0.747

0.75

-0.003

-0.4

240

1.494

1.50

-0.006

-0.4

Deviation
[mm]

Deviation
[%]

The deviation remained less than 10% in the whole range. The proposed
method can be extended to the transition and turbulent flow region, but in this case,
the proposed Nusselt-function is not valid anymore.
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Thesis III. I have developed a methodology to determine the proper channel length
of a microchannel-based heatsinks, which takes into consideration the fluid flow
properties and the channel geometry. I have introduced the concept of the
characteristic channel length (Lchar) which defines the channel length where fraction
of 1-1/e of the transferrable heat quantity is transferred. I have applied this
methodology on a microchannel-based heatsink with complex geometry and I have
proved that only the 31.3 percent of the area is necessary to utilize the 95 percent of
the maximal transferrable amount of heat (3×Lchar). I have validated the
methodology using finite volume simulations. [J2, C6]

5 Applications of the results
The research was conducted within the framework of the K 109232 project
of the Hungarian Scientific Research Fund (OTKA) entitled “Integrated thermal
management in System-on-Package devices”. Based on the results of the first 4 years
the auditing committee classified the work of our research team as “successful”.
The model, I have elaborated, was validated by measurements and FVM
simulations, which allows it use in coupled thermo-hydrodynamics simulators. An
enhanced version of my model was integrated into a novel thermal simulator and the
results and the applicability of the simulator was published in a conference paper in
a prestigious international conference [C7].
I have proved that the elaborated measurement technique is suitable to meter
the heat transfer in microchannels. Thanks to this, I have acquired an equipment that
is suitable to measure and distinguish the heat transport even in the critical and the
transition ranges. For this kind of measurement, experimental devices with
simplified geometries are necessary. In order to meet these requirements, the design
and manufacturing of the devices are done and the applicability of the analytical
model was extended for turbulent flows types. The corresponding results were
published in an international journal paper [J6].
The elaborated method of microchannel heatsink development is not only
suitable for integrated circuit cooling, but it is also applicable on a broader scale. An
example was published in [C6], where concentrated photovoltaics solar cell was
cooled using microchannel-based heatsink structures. The design of the channel
geometry and the value of the required fluid flow rate was determined by using my
method (determination of the optimal channel length).
According to my suggestions, the measurement setup was redesigned to be
suitable for liquid cooling as well with the same benefits that described the gas
cooling. However, the construction is still ongoing during my thesis writing.
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